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Laxman on why Sunrisers Bumrah one of the best death
Hyderabad are struggling... bowlers in the world: Boult
NEW DELHI,APRIL
18: Sunrisers Hyderabad
mentor VVS Laxman rued
that his batsmen could not
rotate the strike in the middle overs when getting
boundaries was tough
against Mumbai Indians
bowlers on a tough wicket.
Chasing a modest 151-run
target, SRH could manage
only 137 in 19.4 overs as
their batsmen struggled to
score runs in the middle
overs in the IPL match in
Chennai on Saturday.
"That (taking singles and
twos) a very important skill
especially on these kind of
wickets because it is not
easy to hit through the line.
You can't rely on just
boundaries and sixes," Laxman said after the match.
"It's very important to
keep the dot-ball percentage low, and the only way
you can do it is by manipulating the field by rotating
the strike. That is one aspect
of the game which is very
important on these kind of
wickets.
"Unfortunately we were
not able to do that especially
when Rahul Chahar was
bowling and even when
other fast bowlers were
bowling in the middle

overs."
Laxman said as the ball
got old in the second half of
the innings, playing aggressive was challenging. He
also stressed the importance of using the Powerplay restrictions.
"The ball was just stopping on the wicket and it is
two-paced. And also the
spinners are extracting turn
along with bounce. That is
one of the aspects we definitely discussed.
"If you see the way Jonny
Bairstow and David Warner
capitalised on the Powerplay, that will be very important going forward especially when you are playing
on slow tracks like what we
are seeing in Chennai.
"To use the new ball, to

use the Powerplay restriction (is the key), so that you
put the other batsmen who
are coming in later under
less pressure," he said.
Laxman also spoke about
the importance of one set
batsman playing deep into
the innings.
"It is quite difficult for a
newcomer to get used to the
surface straightaway especially when the asking rate
is climbing up. The first 10
overs, the way you show
your positive and aggressive
intent, will help the second
half of the innings," he
added.
Asked if struggling Manish Pandey could be demoted in the batting order,
Laxman did not give a direct
answer.

"We have been flexible
with our batting order. Even
today we made changes, we
had Virat Singh and Abhishek Sharma, two lefthand batters, to counter the
Mumbai spinners.
"We have got some days
before the next game, and
we will definitely go back to
the drawing board to work
out the strategy to get a win
under our belt and we will
look at what the best combination and batting order
is."
He said left-arm pacer
Thangarasu
Natarajan
missed the match because
of a niggle.
"Unfortunately, Natarajan had a niggle in his left
knee and that's why he was
ruled out and that's why we
went with Khaleel Ahmed.
We are going to assess the
condition of Natarajan.
"I was very impressed
with the way Khaleel
bowled. In his first game of
the season, he assessed the
conditions really well and
used a lot of his variations
along with extracting a lot
of pace and bounce off the
surface. So a lot of positives
(to take) for SRH from the
way
Khaleel
Ahmed
bowled," Laxman said.

'It's just poor batting,' Warner slams team

NEW DELHI, APRIL
18: Sunrisers Hyderabad
captain David Warner is
surprised by his team's
winless streak in the Indian Premier League and
demanded "smart cricket"
from his side after their
third successive defeat in
Saturday's match against
Mumbai Indians.
For the third match in a
row, the 2016 champions
failed to pull off a chase despite looking in a strong
position to win the contest
against defending champions Mumbai.
Chasing 151 for victory,
Hyderabad got off to a flying start before Jonny
Bairstow was dismissed hit
wicket and Warner (36)

ran himself out as Mumbai
went on to win by 13 runs.
"I don't know how to
take that," a disappointed
Warner said as Hyderabad
remain rooted to the bottom of the points table af-

ter their worst start to the
tournament.
"Two of us got set, my
run out, Jonny stepping on
his wickets, and false shots
in the middle proved that
if you don't have two (set)

guys at the end, you don't
win," Warner said.
"These scores are very
chaseable, it's just poor
batting.
"You just need smart
cricket in the middle, we
aren't doing that. We've
got to learn from the mistakes and right now, it's
just the batsmen."
The defeat exposed Hyderabad's brittle middle
order and renewed calls to
play New Zealand captain
Kane Williamson who is
recovering from an elbow
injury.
"We have to speak to the
physios, he's coming along
nicely and plays a big role
in our squad," Warner
said.

NEW DELHI, APRIL
18: Jasprit Bumrah is 'one of
the best death bowlers' in the
game, gushed star New
Zealand seamer Trent Boult
after the Indian pace spearhead yet again played a key
role in Mumbai Indians' triumph against Sunrisers Hyderabad, in the IPL match in
Chennai on Saturday.
Bumrah conceded only 14
runs in his four overs and
took one wicket as MI
bowled out SRH for 137 to
win by 13 runs.
"It's great to see a guy
(Bumrah) like that operate.
How clear he is with what he
is doing with the ball
throughout his whole spell,"
Boult said after the match.
The dynamic duo of Boult
and Bumrah have combined
fabulously in the MI set up.
The two churned out sensational performance in the
last edition to help their side
win an unprecedented fifth
title.
"But at the death, I personally believe, he is one of the
best death bowlers in the

world. He makes my job a
heck of a lot easier," he
added.
"It is always nice being on
the right side of those situations. Hopefully, we can get
a bit of momentum into this
tournament".
While spinner Rahul Chahar (3/19) and Boult (3/28)
did the heavy lifting with the
ball, the Kiwi pacer said it
was a team effort.
"It's hard to pin-point one
performance there. A lot of
credit to the whole side for
hanging in there. We knew
we were a few runs short of

the par score.
"But we also knew that this
is a pitch where you can fight.
And you get a couple of wickets, you can really get back in
the chase.
"I thought a couple of direct hits from Hardik
(Pandya) and the three wickets from Rahul were important when we were bowling.
And then Bumrah there,
bowling his four overs for
only 14 was pretty amazing,"
he added.
Mumbai has manged to
defend sub par scores in the
previous two games and

Boult feels accuracy is vital
while bowling at the Chepauk.
"The contrast between
Wankhede and Chepauk
Stadium is quite considerable. It looks like its swinging
around nicely and it's a perfect surface in Mumbai.
"Here as a pace bowler,
you got to be extremely accurate. Key has really been our
ability to bowl dot balls and
keep pushing the run rate."
MI are slated to play their
first five matches in Chennai
before moving to Delhi.
"It gives us a chance to settle at the venue. But the key
would be to obviously read
the conditions quickly as
possible and make the most
of them really.
"So, it's a unique situation.
We've got five here, four in
Delhi, move around a little
bit. But, I think especially in
the first half of the tournament you obviously get on
the right side of a couple of
results and it's nice to get
those couple of wins in the
last two matches," he said.

Top Performers: Chahar, Boult scuttle SRH
NEW DELHI,APRIL
, 18: Needing 151 to win,
all SunRisers Hyderabad
batsmen had to do was get
off to a good start, but
Mumbai Indians pace
spearhead Trent Boult
bowled a tight opening
over, giving away just two
runs.
Although Boult was
taken to the cleaners by
Jonny Bairstow in the
third over, he returned at
the backend of the innings
to script SunRisers' collapse, taking out Rashid
Khan, Bhuvneshwar Kumar and Khaleel Ahmed
in two overs to finish with
figures of 3 for 28.
Again it was Rahul Chahar -- the star of Mumbai's win over KKR -- who
manufactured a middle
order collapse to cripple
SunRisers' chase.
After Jonny Bairstow

fell, SRH would have expected Manish Pandey to
stick with Captain David

Warner and chip at the total.
But Pandey showed no

patience, went after a full
ball and sliced at it only to
hand a catch to Kieron
Pollard at long-off.
Chahar went for a few in
his next over, but came
back brilliant, giving only
four runs before getting
another breakthrough,
this time in the form of Virat Singh, who got done in
while going for a big swipe
against a googly, only to
send the ball to Suryakumar Yadav at long-off.
In the same over, the
leg-spinner took out Abhishek Sharma to have the
SRH batting in tatters and
finish with figures of 3 for
19 off his 4 overs.
Chahar put Mumbai Indians back in the game before Boult wrapped it up
at the death to help MI
win and take them atop
the points table.

Deepak Punia has Asian Wrestling Championship Chelsea beat Manchester City
title in sight, Ravinder to fight for bronze
to enter FA Cup final
ALMATY
(KAZAKHSTAN), APRIL 18:
Showing tremendous skills
in defence, Olympic-bound
Deepak Punia earned himself a shot at a maiden Asian
Wrestling Championship title by reaching the 86kg final, while Ravinder (61kg)
and Sanjeet (92kg) will fight
for bronze here on Sunday.
Deepak, who has won two
bronze medals at the continental championship before, reached the final with a
confident 2-0 win over Korea’s Gwanuk Kim.
Kim’s several double leg
attacks bore no fruit in the
face of the 22-year old
Deepak’s solid defence.
The Indian, who secured
his Olympic quota with a
World
Championship
bronze, earned both his
points on passivity of his

opponent.
Deepak’s defensive tactics
won him bouts against
Uzbekistan’s Isa Shapiev
(9-2) and Tajikistan’s
Bakhodur Kodirov (4-3).
In the 61kg, Ravinder
began with a close 4-3 win
over Iran’s Majid Almas
Dastan but lost his 4-7
semifinal defeat against
Kazakhstan’s
Adlan

Aakarov.
The home wrestler’s relentless attack resulted in
him getting out of breath
in the second period but
Ravinder could not take
advantage of that.
He will fight for bronze
against
Kyrgyzstan’s
Ikromzhon
Khadzhimurodov.
Sanjeet was impressive

in his 9-4 win against
Japan’s Ryoichi Yamanaka but was no match
to Iran’s Kamran Ghorban Ghasempour, who
won by technical superiority.
Since
the
Iranian
reached the final, Sanjeet
has got a chance to fight
for bronze against Uzbekistan’s Rustam Shodiev.
However, 74kg national
champion Sandeep Singh
Mann and Sumit Malik
(125kg) could not reach
the medal round.
Sandeep lost a close
quarterfinal 4-5 to Turkmenistan’s Atamyrat Charlyyev while Sumit lost his
quarterfinal 1-7 to local
hope Oleg Boltin.
He had a chance through
repechage but opted out
due to an injury.

NEW DELHI, APRIL
18: Chelsea beat Manchester City 1-0 on Saturday to
book a place in next month's
FA Cup final, thanks to a second-half goal by Hakim
Ziyech which ended City
manager Pep Guardiola's
dream of steering his side to
an unprecedented quadruple of titles.
Ziyech scored in the 55th
minute when he tapped into
an empty net from a cross by
Timo Werner with City goalkeeper Zack Steffen in no
man's land after racing off
his line to close Werner
down but then seeming to
change his mind.
The win at Wembley
leaves Chelsea coach
Thomas Tuchel on course
for a trophy after engineering a remarkable turnaround since he replaced

Frank Lampard in January,
with the Blues also in the
Champions League semi-finals against Real Madrid.
Premier League leaders
City's woes were compounded by the loss of mid-

fielder Kevin de Bruyne early
in the second half with an apparent ankle injury ahead of a
busy end to the season for
City who have a Champions
League semi-final against
Paris St Germain and the

League Cup Final against
Tottenham Hotspur.
Chelsea face Leicester City
or Southampton, who play
their semi-final on Sunday,
in the FA Cup final on May
15.

Jhilli Dalabehera lifts gold at Asian Weightlifting Championship
TASHKENT, APRIL
18: India’s Jhilli Dalabehera clinched the gold
medal in the 45kg category
in a severely depleted twolifter field at the Asian
Weightlifting
Championship here on Sunday.

Jhilli, a junior world
championship
bronze
medallist, lifted 69kg in the
snatch and followed that up
by 88kg in clean jerk for a
total of 157kg to finish on
top of the podium in all
three categories of the gold-

level Olympic qualifier
event which was postponed
last year due to the pandemic.
However, 45kg is not an
Olympic weight category.
The silver medal went to
Philippines’ Mary Flor Diaz

for her effort of 135kg
(60kg+75kg).
With the win, Jhilli bettered her silver-winning
performance in the last edition. However, it was an
underwhelming performance as she had lifted

162kg (71kg+91kg) at the
same event in 2019.
Her gold was India’s second medal of the tournament as star weightlifter
Mirabai Chanu smashed
the world record in the
clean and jerk category en-

route a bronze medal on
Saturday.
The
Olympic-bound
Chanu lifted 86kg in snatch
and a world record of 119kg
in clean and jerk for a total of
205kg, which was also her
personal best.

